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Email Security Software Category
Email security software monitors a company’s outbound and inbound
email traffic for malicious and unwanted messages. These tools
quarantine or block spam, phishing attacks, and malware. Advanced
solutions also provide data loss prevention capability as well as email
encryption features for outbound email.
Email security software helps to ensure staff compliance and prevent
internet threats. The program funnels incoming emails through spam
filters and scans messages before transmitting them across a firewall.
These tools include user governance or labeling functions to determine
malicious actors and stop them from communicating further. Their
archiving capabilities enable enterprises to keep a log of past
communications for both reference and compliance purposes.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted
average based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE
Total # of vendor generated customer references (case
studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)
Customer reference rating score
Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform
Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers
platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook
Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends
Organic SEO key term rankings
Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE
Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)
Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12
months
Glassdoor ranking
Venture capital raised

Email Security Software Category

Award Levels
2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com
with substantial customer base &
market share. Leaders have the highest
ratio of customer success content,
content quality score, and social media
presence relative to company size.

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com
with significant market presence and
resources and enough customer
reference content to validate their
vision. Top Performer's products are
highly rated by its customers but have
not achieved the customer base and
scale of a Market Leader.

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com
that does not have the market
presence of Market Leaders or Top
Performers, but understands where the
market is going and has disruptive
technology. Rising Stars have been
around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of
customer reference content along with
a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Email Security Software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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ABOUT AGARI

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Agari is transforming the legacy Secure Email Gateway with its next-generation Secure Email Cloud™
powered by predictive AI. Leveraging data science and real-time intelligence from trillions of emails,
the Agari Identity Graph™ detects, defends, and deters costly advanced email attacks including
business email compromise, spear phishing and account takeover. Winner of the 2018 Best Email
Security Solution by SC Magazine, Agari restores trust to the inbox for government agencies,
businesses, and consumers worldwide.

113

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
The first 5 weeks of monitoring highlighted 20
million illegitimate emails being sent each week
using our domain names. Implementation of
DMARC Reject using Agari Customer Protect has
stopped this completely – preventing over a billion
illegitimate mails being sent in 2017.

Agari Customer Protect has proved valuable in
securing the organization’s email and protecting
our customers. The main business outcome of
deploying Agari is customer trust through a
reduction in phishing email using our domain
names.

MOHAN SEENIPPANDIAN
ARCHITECT, DIXONS CARPHONE

AUSTRALIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

When we switched over to Agari Brand
Protection™, we were able to monitor more email
traffic than ever before and sort out the scammers
from our legitimate email quickly and easily.

With Agari Customer Protect we prevent the
delivery of thousands of fraudulent emails every
month, triggered by cybercriminals who attempt to
use our brand or phish our members.

BRIAN TODD
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, LOS ANGELES FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION

BEN SCHOENECKER
SENIOR SECURITY ENGINEER, ALLSOUTH FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT AVANAN

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Avanan catches the advanced attacks that evade default and advanced security tools. Its invisible, multi-layer security
enables full-suite protection for cloud collaboration solutions such as Office 365™, G-Suite™, and Slack™. The
platform deploys in one click via API to prevent Business Email Compromise and block phishing, malware, data
leakage, account takeover, and shadow IT across the enterprise. Avanan replaces the need for multiple tools to
secure the entire cloud collaboration suite, with a patented solution that goes far beyond any other Cloud Email
Security Supplement…

67

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
The City has been looking for a while to strengthen its
foundational security. We also wanted something that
will take advantage of the embedded move to cloud email
systems. We didn't want to go backwards, and take stuff
out of the cloud onto on-prem. We needed something
that worked really well and thought through as a
cloud-first, embedded safeguard. Cloud-based storage,
cloud-based email, cloud-based collaboration-it's where
we are going.

What attracted us to Avanan initially was the ability to
add additional layers of security for Office 365 without
the need to reroute our email. This was critical for us as
the other gateway options introduced additional hops in
front of Office 365 and amounted to a total
remove-and-replace of Microsoft’s security.
HERSHELL FOSTER
CIO, CAPITAL CARING

MICHAEL MAKSTMAN
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, CITY AND
COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Avanan was so quick to deploy; we just checked the boxes
of the security stack we wanted to incorporate, and
almost immediately, we observed the phishing attacks
and malware it was catching.

My email remediation workload went from 15 hours a
week to just 15 minutes a week.
SALLY LEWIS
IT DEPARTMENT, DAWSON DISTRIBUTORS

JIM NONN
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, EGAN COMPANY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BARRACUDA NETWORKS

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Barracuda provides cloud-connected security and storage solutions that simplify IT. These powerful,
easy-to-use and affordable solutions are trusted by more than 150,000 organizations worldwide and
are delivered in appliance, virtual appliance, cloud and hybrid deployments. Barracuda’s
customer-centric business model focuses on delivering high-value, subscription-based IT solutions
that provide end-to-end network and data security.

400

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
I am a long time fan of Barracuda Email
Gateway and Essentials products. Not only do
they provide multiple layers of security and
filtering, but no other product that I have
used gives granularity of control that
Barracuda products do.

We had already been using the Barracuda
Email Security Gateway solution to protect
our customers from email threats, and we
were really happy with that product. So, we
looked into Barracuda Backup – MSP and
ended up liking it, too.

GLYNIS PAQUETTE
IT DIRECTOR, FENCECORE

RICKY WILKERSON
IT TECHNICIAN, HORIZON MANAGED SERVICES

The bundled capabilities in Barracuda Email
Protection were just right for our needs. It’s
the comprehensive, integrated security
solution we needed for our Microsoft 365
deployment.

Out of over 66,000 emails, only 4,300 were
legitimate, meaning that Barracuda Email
Security Gateway blocked 93 percent of our
incoming email - all of it spam.

ANDY SHOTWELL
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT AND CIO, BANK OF
BOTETOURT

VINSON BERRY
NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR, CITIZENS AND FARMERS
(C&F) BANK

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT COFENSE

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Cofense, formerly PhishMe, is the leading provider of human-driven phishing defense
solutions world-wide. They deliver a collaborative approach to cybersecurity by enabling
organization-wide engagement to active email threats. Their collective defense suite
combines best-in class incident response technologies with timely attack intelligence
sourced from employees to stop attacks in progress faster and stay ahead of breaches.

57

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Cofense analysts look at everything
that’s reported, pull out any IOCs, and
send them back to our SOC. It
eliminates a layer of analysis and
enables the SOC to scope the
campaign immediately.
THREAT ANALYST
MULTINATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES COMPANY

Our ability to protect customers has
improved dramatically with the
Cofense PDR suite as has customer
satisfaction.
BRAD PEARPOINT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ADVANTAGE NZ

It simply came down to who is the
most advanced in the industry and
who is the most effective. We felt that
Cofense is the clear leader in this
space.
TOM DENNISON
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, ADT SECURITY
SERVICES

Partnering with Cofense has
considerably improved our
cybersecurity stance at AES.
SCOTT GOODHART
VICE PRESIDENT & GLOBAL CISO, AES CORPORATION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MIMECAST

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Mimecast delivers cloud-based email management for Microsoft Exchange, including archiving,
continuity and security. By unifying disparate and fragmented email environments into one holistic
solution that is always available from the cloud, Mimecast minimizes risk and reduces cost and
complexity, while providing total end-to-end control of email. Founded in the United Kingdom in 2003,
Mimecast serves more than 7,000 customers and 1.7 million users worldwide and has offices in
Europe, North America, Africa and the Channel Islands.

379

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Regularly, 80 percent of our inbound email was spam. That crept
up over time to exceed 90 percent. Email is hugely significant for
an organization like The Salvation Army. The effects of spam on
our work could be catastrophic as it would bring to a standstill
the communication between the headquarters and our 800
centers in the UK. I like the idea of security as a service and
allowing somebody else to deal with the problem rather than
wasting our time dealing with it ourselves.

MARTYN CROFT
HEAD OF CORPORATE SYSTEMS, THE SALVATION ARMY

With Mimecast we don’t have to manage anti-spam and
anti-malware. Having all of our email go through Mimecast allows
us to quickly and easily get the information we need - we can tell if
the email was sent encrypted, who sent the message, and when
and if the message was delivered on our side or their side. This
has given us huge benefits that we never had before.

Mimecast Email Security is a simple, effective solution we can
trust and, when we need support, we always get the answers we
need quickly. Most importantly, the effect of spam on our users
and on my team has been practically eliminated. Our users get a
better email service as a result, and my team is able to spend
more time on high value activities, rather than fire fighting.

JAMES BYRNE
SYSTEM SUPPORT TEAM MANAGER, MACMILLAN
CANCER SUPPORT

Unlike our previous anti-spam appliance, Mimecast blocks spam
from entering the network. That alone has reduced our overall
email volume by about 50 percent.

MANNY AMARE
IT DIRECTOR, ALTOUR TRAVEL COMPANY

MATT GREEN
DIRECTOR ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE, METHODIST LE
BONHEUR HEALTHCARE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PROOFPOINT

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Proofpoint helps the most successful companies in the world protect and govern their most sensitive
business data. Proofpoint is an innovative security-as-a-service vendor that delivers data protection
solutions that help organizations protect their data from attack and enable them to effectively meet
the complex and evolving regulatory compliance and data governance mandates that have been
spawned from highly publicized data breaches.

275

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
The Proofpoint Protection Server's reporting
module tells us that 60% of our daily inbound
emails are spam; this amounts to tens of
thousands of spam messages that are not making
it through to our end-users, and, as a result, save
users from lost productivity.

Antispam and dynamic reputation filtering features
in Proofpoint Email Protection helped
tremendously. We see minimal amounts of spam,
and we are able to work with our small staff to
investigate security alerts.

DALE GAINEY
SR. SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, TYSON

PATRICIA VENDT
EMAIL AND COLLABORATION SOFTWARE
ADMINISTRATOR, WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

The built-in email digesting functions are above
and beyond what we’d had before. Initially, we
focused on inbound threats; because Proofpoint
also provides email encryption, we could solve
several issues at the same time.

I was astounded at the volume of email that
Proofpoint blocked. Proofpoint was by far the best
at rooting out spam. Not only that, but it also
provided the best tools to our end-users and let
them control their incoming email.

SEAN MURPHY
IT ADMINISTRATOR, SCALAR DECISIONS

RICK NICHOLSON
ENTERPRISE EMAIL ADMIN, CITY OF HOUSTON

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SONICWALL

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

SonicWall has been fighting the cyber-criminal industry for over 27 years defending small,
medium-size businesses and enterprises worldwide. Backed by research from SonicWall Capture
Labs, their award-winning, real-time breach detection and prevention solutions secure more than a
million business and mobile networks and their emails, applications and data. This combination of
products and partners has enabled an automated real-time breach detection in over 215 countries
and territories.

526

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
SonicWall’s Virtual Appliance Email Security
has exceeded our every expectation. Not only
has it optimized our use of resources, but it
has also allowed us to block more than 80%
of threats, with minimum impact on the
network.

Working with SonicWall has been an excellent
experience and has protected my
organization from advanced threats and
ransomware for years. I look forward to
continuing to use SonicWall in the future.

STEFANO SUIN
INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER, UNIVERSITY OF PISA

GRANT MANDICH
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL, WARNER BEACH PREPARATORY
SCHOOL

SonicWall Hosted Email Security does an
excellent job of filtering unwanted email and
has a good filter rule system for managing
whitelists and blacklists.

We use SonicWall Cloud App Security to
protect our O365 Email, OneDrive and
SharePoint. It’s easy to deploy, with no user
interaction and centralized management.

WILLIAM CHEN
IT DIRECTOR, HAWAII WESTERN MANAGEMENT GROUP

BORIS WETZEL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CHOIN!

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TESSIAN

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Tessian is building the world’s first Human Layer Security platform to
automatically secure all human-digital interactions within the enterprise. Today,
their products use stateful machine learning to protect people using email and to
prevent threats like spear phishing, accidental data loss due to misdirected
emails, data exfiltration and other non-compliant email activity.

105

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Tessian shone a light on the email behavior that
wasn’t being reported. Tessian’s historical report
surfaced a considerably higher number of
incidents involving misdirected emails and data
exfiltration compared to what employees had
self-reported. That was enough to justify the need
for better outbound protection.

We trust Tessian to deliver accurate and concise
messages to our employees about email threats,
which has enabled us to scale back our rule-based
inbound email threat protection. This allows IT to
focus on the true email threats and reduces alert
fatigue on the end-user.
RICHARD MULLINS
IT SECURITY ENGINEER, PENNINGTONS MANCHES

BEN AYERS
IT ENGINEER, GOCARDLESS

In the past 12 months we’ve seen an increase in
advanced email threats and decided to make an
investment in Tessian, and very quickly, Tessian
provided impressive email security protection.
JASON THOMAS
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, COLE, SCOTT & KISSANE

We like that Tessian is more accurate and refined
than any other tool we looked at to solve the
problem of misdirected emails.
PAUL GREANEY
HEAD OF IT, VERNALIS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TITANHQ

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

TitanHQ is a 20-year old multi-award winning web filtering, email filtering and email archiving SaaS
business. Protect 8,000 businesses and work daily with over 2,200 MSP’s. Protect your customers
from malware, ransomware, phishing, viruses, botnets and other cyber threats. Most importantly
products were built from the ground up with MSP’s for MSP’s. Save MSP’s support and engineering
time by stopping problems at source while also providing ideal products to sell in your technology
stack. Core products include SpamTitan, WebTitan and ArcTitan.

252

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
SpamTitan email spam filter is hands down the
best spam firewall you'll find for the price. The
configuration and tools will give you the same
quality service as any of the big and pricey spam
fire walling services. The web controls are intuitive
and easy to understand.

The product is easy to use, easy to manage and
extremely affordable. The set up process was
extremely easy, we installed SpamTitan to protect
300 customer domains and the entire process took
only about 40 minutes.
JAMES BROWN
NETWORK ANALYST, HIAWATHA BROADBAND
COMMUNICATIONS

JAMIE KOVACH
IT DIRECTOR, SCOPE SERVICES

SpamTitan gives me peace of mind from the extra
layer of security as the product eliminates viruses
and spam before it hits my computer. If all of my
people are saving the same amount of time, we all
get a few days of productivity extra per year.

SpamTitan is an easy to administer spam service.
Thanks to SpamTitan, we have almost no virus or
spam emails for our users.
VIDAR L.
OWNER, COMPLETE CONSULTING AS

PAUL ADRIGNOLA
OWNER, RECORD PRINTING

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ARMORBLOX

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Armorblox brings textual understanding to security, protecting organizations against hackers and
human error. Using the latest advances in natural language processing (NLP) and deep learning,
Armorblox has built the world's first natural language understanding (NLU) platform for cybersecurity.
Armorblox analyzes context, tone and writing styles across communications platforms, stopping
today's biggest attacks by detecting and preventing inbound threats and outbound data loss.

43

TOTAL CUSTOMER REFERENCES

VIEW ALL
REFERENCES

FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Cities and counties have seen a startling increase in
business email compromise and impersonation attacks.
In deploying Armorblox, we have a tool that helps detect
and prevent those attacks smartly — it is highly effective
and does not interrupt the flow of City business.
Armorblox is the type of high-value tool that makes a true
difference as these risks continue to grow.

GREG FULK
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, VALEO FINANCIAL
ADVISORS LLC

ROB LLOYD
CIO, CITY OF SAN JOSE

We see fraudsters crafting emails, prompting either for
customers to take quick action, to send money
somewhere, or to enter in their credentials. We were
looking for the kinds of smart detection features that
Armorblox provides, being able to look for emails that
include language that is suggestive of fraud.
JONATHAN LEVINE
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, INTERMEDIA

Within two weeks of implementing Armorblox, it caught a
client email compromise. We were able to quickly reach
out to the client and head off any damage that could
have occurred. Armorblox was the immediate
identification tool that helped us take these preventive
actions.

One of the biggest benefits we got out of Armorblox was
the automated response and the ability to very quickly
identify and remove malicious emails from everybody’s
mailbox and not just the one person who reported it.
MICHELLE WILSON
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, CELEBRITY
FINANCIAL

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CYREN

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Cyren is a leading provider of cloud based security solutions that deliver powerful protection through global data
intelligence. Regardless of the device or its location, Cyren's easily deployed Web, Email, and AntiMalware products
deliver uncompromising protection in both embedded and security as a service deployments. Organizations rely on
Cyren’s cloud based threat detection and proactive security analytics to provide up to date spam classifications, URL
categorization and malware detection services. The Cyren GlobalView™ cloud security platform leverages Recurrent
Pattern Detection™ technologies to protect more than 550 million users in 190 countries. Cyren…

38
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FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Cyren catches phishing attacks that get past Microsoft
and the management of it is simple. Attacks are more
visible and more manageable using out-of-the-box
automation. It also helps us achieve Cyber Essentials Plus
accreditation. It’s been an absolute pleasure dealing with
Cyren, the active involvement of their personnel in the
trial allowed us to quickly evaluate the product and
address commercial and technical queries - with a
minimum delay.

It was a no-brainer to select the Cyren solution once we
realized the time it would save the IT team and the risk
reduction it provides our organization. Cyren Inbox
Security, plus the Microsoft security capabilities and
security awareness training, puts us in a good position to
defend against one of the biggest attack vectors – email.
MICHAEL MILLER
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, FLEET
RESPONSE

KRIS MCMULLAN
HEAD OF SECURITY, SCORE GROUP

Cyren does exactly what it’s meant to do. We’re no longer
getting 30 emails from staff asking ‘is this a threat. Now
they scan suspicious emails themselves and we remove
threats before they even see them.
NABEEL CHAUDHRY
IT SERVICES LEAD, THE FARM GROUP

Since installing Cyren Email Security, we’ve observed an
85% reduction in phishing emails getting through to
users, and a 27% drop in tech support calls.
WENDI IGLESIAS
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, THE KEYES COMPANY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GREATHORN

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

GreatHorn is a cybersecurity company that helps organizations detect and prevent spear
phishing and credential theft attacks automatically. The first and most powerful solution
for stopping business email compromise, domain imposter, and whaling attacks,
GreatHorn is natively integrated into Google Apps and Office 365, deploys in 15 minutes,
and requires no changes to your existing mail routing or email gateway.

31
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VIEW ALL
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FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
GreatHorn gives us a way to empower our
clients to take action on email based threats,
allowing us to maintain an advisory role as
cybersecurity consultants, since we are not IT
service providers.

GreatHorn’s cloud-based email analytics suite
gives us the insights we need to identify and
mitigate threats to our employees and
enterprise, and are essential to our overall
security approach.

RYAN SMITH
DIRECTOR OF SALES AND CUSTOMER SUCCESS, RIGID
BITS

NICK VIGIER
DIRECTOR OF SECURITY, DIGITALOCEAN

GreatHorn quantifiably reduced the risk of
email by 99%, based on how many emails are
quarantined versus the number of
user-reported suspicious emails.

GreatHorn helps us monitor and mitigate
security threats by automatically screening
email content without materially impacting
our normal workflows and productivity.

CHRIS CASTALDO
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, CROSSBEAM

JAMES DOWD
NORTH CAPITAL INVESTMENT TECHNOLOGY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GUARDIAN DIGITAL

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

Guardian Digital builds enterprise email solutions with an intense focus on
security and unrivaled customer support, designed to ease information
technology overhead for its customers. Guardian Digital has created a
security-as-a-service email protection model that blocks the most sophisticated
threats to privacy and data integrity in your organization today.

35
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FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
New risks are emerging all the time.
Guardian Digital significantly strengthens
our information security by helping us
stay one step ahead of new email threats,
and provides a clear-cut competitive
advantage.

The benefits we received after
implementing the Guardian Digital
EnGarde Cloud Email Security have been
numerous. We are now more adept to
enforce company policies in regards to
email and Internet usage.

JOHN MASSANOVA
CEO & FOUNDER, COMMUNITY HOME ENTERTAINMENT

HAROLD WESTRA
IT ADMINISTRATOR, DIGITIZE, INC

First it was macro viruses, then malicious
links within the message body. We needed
a solution that evolved with the spammer
techniques, and found that with Guardian
Digital.

The system is intuitive and almost
manages itself. Guardian Digital’s
exceptional support and proactive
management ensured my system was
protecting us from the latest threats.

OMAR ORELLANA
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY, SANSONE AUTO MALL

KEN ROMERO
DEEPINTHEMONEY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT IRONSCALES

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

IRONSCALES - The world's fastest growing email security company. Powerfully simple, to keep your company safe.
Every day criminals launch billions of new phishing attacks. No company is immune. Legacy solutions can't keep up &
cloud providers struggle to stop advanced attacks with native controls. IRONSCALES’ powerfully simple email security
solution helps you fight back fast and keeps your company safe in today’s cloud-first world. IRONSCALES is the future
of phishing protection, incubated inside the world’s top venture…

49
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FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
IRONSCALES not only provides us with advanced email protection,
but it also provides us with peace of mind. Since deploying the
technology, it has become much clearer as to how frequently
attackers are trying to spoof and commit fraud on our midsized
PR business. Knowing that IRONSCALES is working without
interrupting my team from doing what they do best is a
tremendous relief to me. And our clients love how serious we take
the security of their communications.

With banners, warnings and intuitive self-management, it’s easy
to prove that IRONSCALES is protecting our company. And it really
is essential to have the visual tools that IRONSCALES provides to
show our board and to easily demonstrate that our email security
system is secure.

NEIL STEIN
VICE PRESIDENT OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES,
ORTHOCAROLINA

ANNA RUTH WILLIAMS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ARPR

IRONSCALES is an industry-leading comprehensive platform that
enables business security teams and employees through
multi-layered self-learning threat analysis by utilizing automated
artificial intelligence (AI)-powered solutions.

STEVEN LOPEZ
BEST PRACTICES RESEARCH ANALYST, FROST &
SULLIVAN

Since implementation a year and a half ago, IRONSCALES has
reduced the amount of phishing emails getting through our email
security systems by 99%.

STEPHANIE MCKEE
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY ENGAGEMENT, APPARO

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SILVERSKY

2022
EMAIL
SECURITY
SOFTWARE

SilverSky is a comprehensive suite of technology and services that bring simplicity to your cybersecurity. With
managed security services, managed detection and response, email protection services, cloud-hosted email, and
compliance and risk services, SilverSky allows you to understand, detect and effectively respond to threats, reduce
business risk and improve your return on investment. SilverSky enables growth-minded organizations to pursue
their business ambitions without security worries. SilverSky combines advanced technology with world-class
engineering and cybersecurity expertise to defend small to mid-size businesses with premium security at…
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FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Our crew might have their laptops in their truck, and our
managers might work remotely. The entire team needs to be able
to access communications, whether they are working on their
desktop, laptop, tablet, or phone. SilverSky allows us to use the
assortment of devices we need to use while knowing that our
security is always monitored. The best part is that I don’t have to
be an Exchange expert because SilverSky’s staff has the required
knowledge. They’re very responsive, and I get the answers I need…

JASON BORDUN
INTERIM CIO, VICE PRESIDENT, AND INFORMATION
SYSTEMS MANAGER, THE COOPERTIVE BANK OF CAPE
COD

RON KUTCH
IT AND COMMUNICATION MANAGER, WEST COAST
CONTRACTORS

SilverSky’s Email Protection Services have been huge for us. The
solution has made an immediate impact on improving our
security, and with just a four-person IT department, we would not
be able to manage all the email protection capabilities, host our
Exchange, and focus on the other banking services were it not…

VP NETWORK SECURITY
COMMUNITY BANK

With SilverSky, we’re able to add solutions as we need them and
still have a single vendor relationship to manage, a single portal
to work with, and a single support team to interact with. This was
particularly helpful recently as we had to migrate our users to
working remotely. In just a few short weeks, we tripled the
number of the remote users, and we were able to make the move
seamlessly.

Since implementing Silversky Email Protection Services, the use of
email encryption has surged by nearly 50 percent – a clear
indication that Insider Threat Prevention is successfully catching
sensitive content before it leaves the organization.

FRANKIE DUENAS
CHIEF TECHNICAL OFFICER, CABRILLO CREDIT UNION
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ABOUT VADE SECURE
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Vade Secure is the global leader on anti-phishing, spear phishing, malware and ransomware filtering.
Language independent, the filter analyzes globally all incoming emails (links, attached files, content,
etc.) to detect all threats in zero-day, even the most targeted attacks. After elimination of all threats,
they eliminate the nuisance of low priority emails with the Graymail Management. Ads, social
networks notification and newsletters are automatically sent to the graymail folder while the Safe
Unsubscribe button to eliminate them forever.
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FEATURED TESTIMONIALS
Adopting Vade Secure allows us to evolve from offering basic
anti-spam to a more comprehensive security solution that
protects our clients from the latest phishing, malware, and
ransomware attacks. Vade Secure was very easy to deploy and
our users are experiencing an immediate reduction in email
threats, as well as low-priority messages.

JOHN LITTLE
EVP, CLOUD & ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS, VENTURE
TECHNOLOGIES

CHRIS ICHELSON
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, HTG 360

Confronted with a rise of phishing attacks and dissatisfied with
Microsoft’s anti-spam/anti-phishing capabilities, we did proofs of
concept with 20 vendors. Vade Secure ranked the highest, with the
most reliable and effective solution. The technology is
sophisticated, yet easy to use. Their staff is a pleasure to work
with and their technical support is always prompt.

DAVID WIEDA
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, WIEDA IT SOLUTIONS

Email security is a top-three initiative for nearly every one of our
clients, driven by a sharp rise in phishing attacks targeting
Microsoft 365 users. We’re excited to expand our offerings with
Vade Secure for Microsoft 365. It enables us to offer our Microsoft
365 clients an email security solution that is incredibly easy to
deploy, provides a high level of protection, and is cost
advantageous.

Vade Secure has helped us to eliminate all the spam that we have
received. This is a significant benefit to us, because spam
represented up to 80% of emails sent to our email boxes 10 years
ago.

ALAIN GESTIN
TECHNICAL ARCHITECT OF IT SYSTEM, HOSPITAL
CENTER MÉTROPOLE SAVOIE (CHMS)
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ABOUT VALIMAIL
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Valimail provides the first and only truly automated email authentication solution for brand protection
and anti-fraud defense. Valimail's patented, standards-compliant technology provides an unrivaled
one-click solution for DMARC enforcement to stop phishing attacks, increase deliverability, and
protect organizations’ reputations. Valimail authenticates billions of messages a month for some of
the world's biggest companies in finance, government, transportation, health care, manufacturing,
media, technology, and more.
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With Valimail, the entire management of our email
sending services is now a highly efficient process.
The solution made it easy to stop the risks of
unauthorized senders and to get our email to a
state of trust that emails received from our
domains are legitimate. It’s also amazing how
quick and easy it is with Valimail to handle new
requests for email sending applications.
SCOTT MOORE
MESSAGING SERVICE MANAGER, AGILENT
TECHNOLOGIES

Our goal is to give Microsoft customers greater
ability to protect their users and gain control over
how their email domains are being used. Valimail’s
technology can now enable them to exert that
control, within Office 365 as well as for any cloud
services using a customer’s domain.
RYAN MCGEE
DIRECTOR, MICROSOFT SECURITY MARKETING,
MICROSOFT

Email authentication with Valimail is a
business-critical application for securing our
corporate identity across the internet.

Valimail quickly and efficiently provided us with
visibility and control of our email services – both
legitimate and phish.

GEOFF STONE
TEAM LEAD, DORMAKABA

GARY MILLER
SENIOR DIRECTOR, INFORMATION SECURITY, TASKUS
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ABOUT VIPRE
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VIPRE is a leading provider of Internet security solutions purpose-built to protect businesses, solution providers, and
home users from costly and malicious cyber threats. With over twenty years of industry expertise, VIPRE is one of the
world’s largest threat intelligence clouds, delivering unmatched protection against today’s most aggressive online
threats. Our award-winning software portfolio includes comprehensive endpoint and email security, along with
threat intelligence for real-time malware analysis. VIPRE solutions deliver easy-to-use, comprehensive, layered
defense through cloud-based and server security, with mobile interfaces that enable instant…
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VIPRE has done everything that we have needed it to do.
We have been able to create our custom rules that block
our users or external users from sending any kind of
Social Security numbers or credit card numbers through
our mail system. This was a big win for our IT department
and it fills a major gap in our security plan, along with
keeping our users safe.

VIPRE is a great anti-malware product. It works better
than most products and costs half the price of leading
brand-name offerings. On top of that, the product has a
first-class customer support team behind it. For a product
that costs relatively little, VIPRE provides tremendous
value.
MICHAEL HANSEN
SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, CREDIT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION (CMA)

MIKE ZIEGLER
NETWORK OPERATIONS MANAGER, SAINT MARY’S
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

VIPRE is an awesome product. It’s super-fast and
100-percent reliable, scans thoroughly without
interrupting users, and requires virtually no
management. As an IT professional, I never thought I
could be so completely enthusiastic about any product!
SEAN CONNOLLY
NETWORK MANAGER, D’AMELIO COHEN & ASSOCIATES

VIPRE Advanced Security is a very capable, no-nonsense
security suite. After reviewing so many security suites that
are overloaded with features, it's refreshing to see a
simpler choice for home users.
IAN PAUL
PCWORLD
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ABOUT MAILGUARD
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MailGuard is one of Australia’s leading technological innovators and the world’s foremost cloud web
and email security service, providing protection against cybersecurity threats including malware,
ransomware, spyware, phishing, spear phishing, viruses, spam and similar malicious scams to
customers in 27 countries. MailGuard is the world’s largest private Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud
email and web security company.
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It’s difficult to prove to a client what may have happened if their
email systems weren't protected by MailGuard, because
MailGuard obviously stops the threat before they can see or act
on it and experience the damage. The best stories we do have of
our clients involve us showing clients MailGuard-related reports
and seeing their expression when they see what is being blocked.
The numbers can be staggering, and their sense of feeling
protected is really evident.

Being a high profile entity, we were receiving an inordinate
number of junk emails in addition to dealing with virus concerns
that were growing daily. Since 2002, MailGuard has effectively
resolved both virus and spam issues for the AFL. It only took a few
minutes to work out that adopting MailGuard to undertake our
content filtering needs was going to actually save us money and
time in people and bandwidth usage as well as improving our
security.

ANGUS MANSFIELD
MANAGING DIRECTOR, XCENTRAL

TONY ABATE
IT MANAGER, AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL LEAGUE

MailGuard’s fully managed services deliver peace of mind. We
know that that our email environment is as efficient as possible
and that our systems are systems are fully protected. Another one
of the biggest benefits of using MailGuard is the ease of the
service. It is very easy to use, and I enjoy its simplicity.

We recently moved to Office365 and found their spam filtering
was not good enough. We decided to use MailGuard as an
additional layer of security for our emails. MailGuard has solved
our spam problem - the product is solid and their support has
been exceptional.

DAVID WHITE
DIRECTOR, WHITE IT

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
PILOT PEN
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ABOUT PAUBOX
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Paubox is the easiest way to send and receive HIPAA compliant email. They've designed a zero-step
email encryption platform that eliminates the hassles of cumbersome portals, PGP keys, app
downloads, keywords, Outlook plugins, and more. Users can just write and send email as normal from
any device. They also allow for seamless inbound email encryption and robust email security (spam,
virus, phishing and malware protection). They are the only product on the market that can provide a
true seamless inbound and outbound encryption on every email.
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Paubox makes sending encrypted emails simple
and seamless. The new Paubox service allows my
staff to send emails without adding additional
steps, and since all outbound email is encrypted, I
don’t have to worry about an employee
accidentally not securing an outbound email.

It automatically encrypts each email I send, I don’t
need to take any additional steps. Additionally, my
recipients don’t need to remember or enter a
password to access the email.
BECKY HLEBICHUK
OWNER, RLH INSURANCE & BENEFITS, LLC

ROBERT MONTAÑEZ
VP OF TECHNOLOGY, BEACH HOUSE CENTER FOR
RECOVERY

The best part [about Paubox is] where you can’t
mess it up. You send an email, it’s encrypted. Done.
We like to make it as easy as possible for our
people to send their emails encrypted.
VICKY WEBER
BUSINESS OPERATIONS ANALYST, HEALTHFINCH

Paubox solved our problem by encrypting both
incoming and outgoing emails which meets HIPAA
compliance.
CHRISTINA DAY
FOUNDER, CHRISTINA DAY INSURANCE SERVICES
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